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To whom it may concern,
With regards to application EIS 201900001.
As a resident of Narrabundah, and someone who will be residing approximately a kilometer away
from the proposed private resource recovery sites, I object on several grounds. These include,
but are not limited to:

The increased threat to public health and safety, particularly in the area I live is an
unreasonable risk, particularly noting the inclusion of asbestos waste.
There is significant, and unacceptable, increased environmental risk to the waterways in
the area, which lead directly into Lake Burley Griffith. This increased risk also increases
threats/hazards to the Jerrabomberra Wetlands and the amazing wildlife who live there.
The lack of sufficient buffers to protect these areas are unacceptable.
The increased traffic would place an unreasonable burden on the already busy roads and
intersections in Fyshwick; more specifically, incredibly busy areas such Newcastle and
Ipswich street.
In an already difficult economic climate, further pressure will be unreasonably applied to
businesses in Fyshwick – including key small Canberra businesses. For example, the
perception of Capital Brewery could impact sales of their beverages in general, let alone
the impact on clientele to the actual site for the bar.
I am further concerned about the lack of clarity on the exact types of waste, where it will
all be coming from, and who will be held accountable should the hazards come to fruition
and affect the local community. The lack of transparency and accountability in the matter
is highly objectionable.

That this is even being considered in an inner suburb area, which has shown so much growth in
recent times, is disturbing. The potential impacts on the environment and local community are
unacceptable.
Sincerely yours,
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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